How hot is that steak? How hot is the grill it is sitting on? Is my bedroom heater vent actually warmer than the bathroom, just one a few feet away? These and many, many more mundane questions are being answered by this $12 IR thermometer.

What started out as an easy way to deal with a stuck thermometer on my grill has become an addiction. How warm is Nemo's nose? Is that mug of tea across the room still warm enough to drink? Does...
my Kindle get warm if left on? Does raccoon in the driveway have a fever?

Point the red dot at something, the read out on the back of this AAA powered, pistol inspired thermometer tells you how hot, or not, something is. You can turn that laser pointer on or off. You can also switch the readout from Fahrenheit to Celsius, and back, with the touch of a button. It does exactly what I needed, and has become a fun toy.

My cat, Heart, also enjoys the laser pointer. Thermometer says the spot he just vacated, seconds ago, on my chair is around 101F.

**FOSHAN MINGZE Digital IR Infrared Thermometer, Non-contact LCD Instant Read Thermometer** via Amazon
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**OBSESSIVELY CHECK TEMPERATURES**
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**Start Building VR and 3D Games Today: Save 92% on the VR and 3D Game Dev Bundle**

Games are awesome. They were awesome when you were a kid, slamming buttons on the old Nintendo controller. And now games are extra awesome with all the technology at hand for mobile play and now, virtual reality. Today you can do more than just play with this Virtual Reality & 3D Game Developer Bundle that’s [...] READ THE REST

---

**Save 88% on the Ultimate Python Web Development Bundle**

If you’ve never heard of it before, you might be picturing a large, terrifying snake. But those in the know, as in, everyone who’s ever used a computer like a boss, knows that python is the programming behind the internet’s all-stars. You can learn to use it too and start building incredible products and beautiful [...] READ THE REST
Say goodbye to insane letter, number and symbol combos: Simplify your security with Password Boss

Everything requires a login these days, and you're only one person. Experts tell you to mix it up with your passwords, never use the same one twice, add numbers, then symbols, on and on. But how to remember all that? You spend way too much time resetting your passwords, and don't feel much more secure [...] READ THE REST